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Catching up with COVID….
 
In the early days of COVID-19, the truth was that we were facing a public health crisis,
and public health experts were there to advise in the command and control centres of
government, alongside health department heads. One unfortunate consequence of this
was that most WHS regulators were out of that command and control loop, their own role
very unclear. When Victoria faced its major outbreak in 2020 and thousands of healthcare
workers were being infected in their workplaces, resulting in workplace deaths, as
hospitals practised a lot of infection control and very little precautionary based OHS risk
management, the role for regulators was still unclear- there was no taking command of
this deadly killer in the workplace, and no action to address major health and safety
failures. In the context of the times, that’s disappointing but understandable - but times
must change. As we all evolve past crisis into longer-term management, the roles and
expectations for the regulators are becoming clearer, and that’s a good thing because
business needs clarity from them. In this week’s news, you’ll see that the NSW regulator
has been taking action to close businesses not compliant with public health orders. It’s a
start.
 
Have a great week.
 
David Clarke

 

INDUSTRY NEWS
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Regulators take action over COVID
public health order non-compliance

A number of businesses in Sydney have
been ordered to close for a week as a
result of COVID public health order safety
breaches.

Read full story

New mental health framework for
resources and energy employers

A new framework has been developed to
assist employers in the resources and
energy sectors with workforce mental
health challenges, including varying
rosters, remote isolation and fly-in, fly-out
working arrangements.

Read full story

How OHS can best manage human-
related risks and hazards

A one-size-fits-all approach does not work
when it comes to human-related risks and
hazards, and OHS needs to carefully
consider what controls are employed to
minimise such risks and hazards,
according to HBA Legal.

Warning after assessor’s registration for
HRWL classes cancelled

WorkSafe WA recently issued a warning to
licensing assessors and industry in general
after a Perth assessor had most high-risk
work licence assessor classes cancelled
for not properly assessing license
applicants.
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VIC: regulations renewed to manage
COVID-19 risks

New regulations have been introduced in
Victoria which will require employers to
notify WorkSafe Victoria immediately on
becoming aware that an employee or an
independent contractor or a contractor’s
employee has received a confirmed
COVID-19 diagnosis and has attended the
workplace during the infectious period.

Read full story

Managing methamphetamine in the
workplace

WA’s Department of Mines, Industry
Regulation and Safety (DMIRS) recently
released a guide for employers to assist
them if they suspect someone in the
workplace may be using Methamphetamine
(meth).

Read full story

 
POLICY & LEGISLATION
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ACT: serious penalties for industrial
manslaughter conviction

Industrial Manslaughter is now an offence
under the ACT’s Work Health and Safety
Act after a bill was passed on 5 August
2021.

Read full story

Safety alert issued over offshore facility
lifting operations

NOPSEMA recently issued a safety alert
following an incident which involved a lifting
operation on an offshore facility and one
worker was injured and transferred onshore
for medical treatment.

Read full story

 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The AIHS invites you to join us for the Electrical Safety Conference. Taking place on
Tuesday 12 October - Thursday 14 October 2021 and is being presented online.
Electricity has been identified as a leading cause of traumatic injury & fatality in the
building and construction industry for some time. The conference's key objective is to
increase awareness and influence behaviour in relation to the risks associated with
electricity.

Read More
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QLD: Company fined for hindering WHS
inspectors after worker impaled

A Brisbane company has been fined more
than $70,000 for separate charges after a
worker’s leg was impaled and Workplace
Health and Safety Queensland inspectors
were blocked from entering its worksite.

Read full story

VIC: company fined $25,000 after
robotic arm crushes worker fingers

A company in Victoria was recently fined
$25,000 over an incident in which an
employee’s fingers were crushed by a
robotic arm.

Read full story

UPCOMING EVENTS
18 AugustWebinar: The temporary, interim & contract job landscape

19 AugustWebinar: Safety of Machinery series – Introduction to Risk
Assessment

24 AugustSAFEfest 2021 - Health & Safety in a Changing World
24 AugustOnline Workshop: Conscious Leadership
30 AugustWA: Psychosocial Hazards in the Workplace
31 AugustWebinar: Reporting systems for a learning organisation

 
INCIDENTS AND PROSECUTIONS
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VIC: company and director fined
$375,000 after worker’s fatal fall

A company in Victoria and its director have
been convicted and fined a combined
$375,000 following the death of a worker at
a Clayton warehouse in 2019.

Read full story

NSW: $375,000 fine issued after worker
fatally crushed by truck

A company in Shoalhaven NSW has been
fined $375,000 after a worker was fatally
crushed by a truck in October 2017.

Read full story
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